A least-squares algorithm is presented to calculate the RF amplitudes and cavity spacings for a series of buncher cavities each resonating at a frequency that is a multiple of a fundamental frequency of interest. The longitudinal phase-space distribution, obtained by particle tracing through the bunching system, is compared to a desired distribution function of energy and phase. The buncher cavity parameters are adjusted to minimize the difference between these two distributions. Examples are given for zero space charge. We indicate the manner in which the method can be extended to include space charge using the 3-D space-charIe calculation procedure described separately.
Introduction
Until the recent advent of the radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ), traditional longitudinal beam matching into a linear accelerator was accomplished using one or more RF cavities resonating at the fundamental linac frequency or one of the harmonics. We thought that by making a judicious choice of buncher-cavity frequencies, amplitudes, and spacings, we could produce any longitudinal phase-space distribution required to match into a linac. We have written a computer code to do the parameter optimization. The program requires the desired matched distribution in energy vs phase at a given point in time, the number of buncher RF cavities, and their individual frequencies. The computer program then determines the optimum RF field amplitudes in the individual cavities plus the cavity spacings.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. We start by showing the results obtained for a series of equally spaced RF cavities each resonating at one particular frequency (a multiple of the fundamental). The desired particle distribution in energy vs phase is compared using a least squares procedure with that obtained by tracing particles through the buncher system, using some nominal physical parameter set. (Space-charge forces could be included if spacecharge impulses were given to the particles as they were transported through the system). The physical parameters of the RF buncher cavities are varied to determine their effect on the least squares sum. A new set of physical buncher parameters is calculated to minimize the least squares sum and the iterative procedure is repeated until a stable solution is obtained. Define: fi is the frequency of the ith buncher cavity, X0 is the wavelength for the fundamental frequency, V is the velocity of a particle, c is the velocity of light, 8 is V/c, To is the time at which the synchronous particle is at its initial position, TF is the time when the synchronous particle reaches a final position (where the match is made) downstream of the buncher system.
A subscript s denotes a synchronous particle parameter. The time of interest is the total time it takes the synchronous particle to travel from the initial position to the final position (see where LO is the distance between the initial position of the synchronous particle and the first buncher cavity Di is the distance between the ith and (i+l) t buncher cavity, LF is the distance between the last buncher cavity and the "match point", and N as the number of buncher cavities. We define XO as the initial position of a particle with respect to the synchronous particle at time To, and XF as the final position of a particle with respect to the synchronous particle at where Vi is the particle's velocity after the ith buncher cavity, and VN is the final particle velocity.
We determine XF by combining Eqs. where WO is the initial energy, pj is the RF phase when the particle passes through the cavity and Ai is the maximum electric field amplitude in the cavity. We obtain the final particle energy for j = N. The fitting procedure will optimize the Ai's and Di's. We have Pi = Poi + 2r fi Ti can be evaluated numerically using particle transport through the buncher section. Only the partial derivative 3G/ X depends on the desired distribution function.
Initial Conditions
We assume that the buncher system has a longitudinal focal length equal to the distance between the final downstream buncher cavity and the entrance to the linac LF, and that all cavities occupy the same position as the most downstream cavity. Given that the buncher produces a linear distribution in energy vs phase, we can calculate the maximum voltage (Vmax) needed to bunch from ±1800 in phase at the buncher to 0°in phase at the linac entrance assuming no space charge. The initial voltage amplitudes in the separate cavities are then set to produce a linear saw-tooth wave with maximum voltage (Vmax) for overlapping cavities. Figure 3 shows the phase-space distribution that ideally should be linear. The distance between each point in the figure corresponds to 100 of dc phase. The 9-cavity buncher result shown in Fig. 3 should be compared to Fig. 1 (b) . Notice the large deviation near ±1800 in Fig. (b) has been eliminated in Fig. 3 by the fitting procedure. given power) of the distances in phase space from the origin for the set of particles. The distances in phase and energy are weighted by the semimajor and semiminor axis of the desired phase ellipse.
Results for a 2-cavity buncher system are shown in Fig. 5 . A 250-KeV proton beam was required to bunch in 30 cm. We assumed an initial beam of 361 particles spaced uniformly over 3600 in phase with no energy spread. We show cases where both cavities resonate at the fundamental frequency, where the first cavity resonates at the fundamental and the second at the second harmonic, and where the frequency order is reversed. The phase space distribution is given at the end of the buncher section and at the longitudinal focus (linac entrance). The buncher-cavity separation was fixed both at 2.5 cm and also was allowed to vary.
